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Abstrat

We study the eletri properties of single-stranded DNA moleules with hairpin-like shapes in

the presene of a magneti �ux. It is shown that the urrent amplitude an be modulated by

the applied �eld. The details of the eletri response strongly depend on the twist angles. The

urrent exhibits periodiity for geometries where the �ux through the plaquettes of the ladder an

be anelled pairwise (ommensurate twist). Further twisting the geometry and hanging its length

auses omplex aperiodi osillations. We also study persistent urrents: They redue to simple

harmoni osillations if the system is ommensurate, otherwise deviations our due to the existene

of losed paths leading to a washboard shape.
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Introdution.� Reently, ondution properties of moleules have been intensely investi-

gated. This has been fueled by a strong motivation to replae semiondutors with moleules

that an save manufaturing expenditure due to their self-assembly properties. One of the

signi�ant steps towards moleule-based eletroni devies has been made through DNA

ondution measurements. Superondutivity was observed, but was supposed to be due to

the proximity e�et of the superonduting leads [1℄. A random base sequened DNA was

shown to behave as an insulator [2℄, whereas the homogeneous poly(G)-poly(C) moleule

have a large gap in their urrent-voltage (IV) harateristis [3℄. Also, Ohmi behavior of

DNA ropes was studied by Fink et al. [4℄.

On the other hand, in small systems where the phase oherene of eletrons an be main-

tained, quantum interferenes play a key role in determining the harateristi properties.

Indeed, a large number of devies that have been proposed, suh as swithes and transistors,

are based on the wave nature of eletrons [5℄. One way to observe the interferenes in a

ontrollable way is to apply a magneti �eld. It omes into play when the systems an

aommodate non-simply-onneted paths; the presene of the �ux tube gives a phase shift

in the wave paket of the partile and hanges the interferene pattern[6℄.

Despite abundant literature on DNA ondution, less attention has been paid to the

existene of interferene e�ets in this system. Moleules however have a huge variety in

their strutures allowing for di�erent interferene events. For instane, in a double stranded

DNA, base pairs wind about the helial axis, whih an be modelled as eletrons travelling

on a twisted ladder-like struture. When a magneti �ux is present, there exist trajetories

enlosing a �nite �ux, whih may a�et the physial properties of the system. Furthermore,

if one onsiders single stranded DNA or RNA, one may observe even more interesting ge-

ometries with loops and bulges. The purpose of this paper is to eluidate the e�ets of

interferene on the eletroni properties of these moleules. As a minimal model, we on-

sider a hairpin-like struture in the presene of a magneti �ux, as depited in Fig. 1. The

bases are oupled to eah other via eletron hopping and Coulomb repulsion. For simpliity,

we onsider them as idential exept for the hopping onstants. We evaluate the urrents

through the strutures when they are oupled to eletron reservoirs. The magneti �ux

applied to the system is shown to modify the urrent amplitude. It is also shown that the

harateristis depend on the twist angles. For a geometry where the �uxes through the

plaquettes of the ladder are anelled pairwise (we refer to it as ommensurate ladder), the

urrent osillates as a funtion of the �ux through the loop in units of �ux quantum f, with
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period f = 1, as in a single-loop [7℄. Twisting the geometry or hanging its length hanges

the periodi osillation into omplex aperiodi ones. We have also evaluated the persistent

urrents (PC) of the system [8℄ whih with a ommensurate ladder behaves as that of a

single loop. For an inommensurate ladder, non-vanishing ontributions are built-up by the

losed paths embraing the ladder, leading to washboard-shaped PC.

System.� We assume that the system is desribed by a Hubbard-type model for spinless

fermions [9℄:

H =
X

hi;ji

[tijc
y

icj + Uijninj + h.]; (1)

where ni = c
y

ici with ci the operator annihilating the Fermioni partile at site i, and

the sum is over the nearest neighboring pairs. This e�etive Hamiltonian was used to

explore the ondutane gap observed in the experiments of ref.[3℄ and the gapless states

in the engineered DNA [10℄. Partitioning the hairpin into C(hain), L(adder), and R(ing)

setors (see Fig. 1), we assign the hopping parameters along the ontour as follows:

tij =

8

>>><

>>>:

tk for i� j= � 1;(i;j)2 C

tkexp(� 2�if) for i� j= � 1;(i;j)2 R

tkexp(� 2�i�i) for i� j= � 1;(i;j)2 L

C

−θ
θ

θ −θ

+ −

θ

θ

θ

θ

+ +R

L

unfold

FIG. 1: Shemati piture of a hairpin-strutured single-stranded DNA where bases are paired in

the L(adder) setor, unpaired in the R(ing) and in the side C(hains). The right �gures are shown

to illustrate e�etive-�ux on�gurations in the ladder with the twisted rung-bonds.
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In addition, the ring hoppings in the ladder are haraterized by

ti< j = t? exp(2�if) (2)

and ti> j = t�i< j with iand j satisfying i+ j= N C + N L + N R + 1 with N C;L;R the number

of sites in the hain, the ladder, and the ring, respetively.

Here the phases aompanying the hopping integral are due to the presene of the thread-

ing �ux f and are de�ned as tij = tke
iA ij

with A ij = (2�=�0)
Rj

i
A � d~‘. For our system,

the phase fator in the ring takes a simple form as A ij = 2��=N R�0 � 2�f=NR with �

measuring the total �ux through the ring in units of the �ux quantum �0. The magneti

�ux penetrating the unit ell in the ladder introdues the phase fator �i given by

�i= SiB a
2
=�0 (3)

where a is the e�etive path length between bases, Si is the fator aounting for the area

variation along the sites due to the twist of base:

Si=
1

2

�

cos

�
2�i

T

�

+ cos

�
2�(i+ 1)

T

��

; (4)

and 2�=T is the twist angle that an be varied from sample to sample, for example, by

hanging the amount of added gyrase during preparation. Relating the magneti �uxes

through the loop and the unit ell of the (�attened) ladder through the area ratio  =

4�=(N R + 2)2, we de�ne �i= Sif.

Let us onsider the ase of strong Coulomb repulsion where the ground state of the system

at half-�lling ontains harge density waves hnii= (1+ � cos(�i+  ))=2. At low temperature

(U=kB T � 1), one an safely onsider the mean-�eld version of the Hamiltonian

H
M F

=
X

hi;ji

[tijc
y

icj + h.]+ eU
X

i

cos(�i+  )ni; (5)

where the renormalized strength of the repulsion is given by

eU = U� . Therein, we have

made the asumption that the repulsion between bases in pair in the ladder is negligible and

 is onstant over the system. If this is not the ase, an intriate point arises; spei�ally,

when N R is odd, the density waves must be distorted and have abrupt spatial hanges in

 , giving rise to a kink (or a soliton). The existene of kinks and their dynamis in an

odd-numbered ring an be another problem of interest. However,for the sake of simpliity,

we leave it for future studies.
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Transmission and urrents�Let us now study the physial properties of the system by

evaluating its eletri ondutane. To this end, we onsider eletrodes oupled to the system

as in Fig. 1, introduing the self-energy orretion �
lead

on the edges of the hain as

H c = �
lead

(c
y

1c1 + c
y

N
cN ): (6)

There is in fat some energy dependene in �
lead

but onsidering the bulky eletrodes mostly

used in experiments, we regard it as energy independent and idential for both eletrodes.

Evaluation of the Green funtion of the system, G(E )= (E � HM F � Hc� I0+ )�1 , leads to

the transmission oe�ient tfrom the left to the right lead as [11℄

t(E )= Tr�‘G(E )�r (7)

where the oupling matries are given by �‘(r) = Im(�
lead

)�‘(r);1(N ). The orresponding

urrents driven by the �nite voltage bias are obtained by the Landau-Büttiker formula [12℄

I =

Z
1

�1

dE [f(E � �‘)� f(E � �r)]jt(E )j
2
; (8)

where f(E ) is the Fermi-Dira distribution funtion, �‘ and �r are the hemial potential

of the left and right leads respetively, the di�erene of whih is ontrolled by the applied

bias voltage V as �‘� �r = eV .

Figure 2 displays transmissions and urrents for the two on�gurations (see the upper

panel), the ladder and the hairpin with their ends oupled to external leads. The trans-

mission windows for the hairpin gets narrower than that for the ladder, due to the smaller

number of bonds. For the ladder, when magneti �elds are absent, the IV urve agrees with

the IV harateristis for the homogeneous poly(G)-poly(C) moleules with a large gap [3℄.

When a magneti �eld with a strength f = 0:5 is applied, the urrent is suppressed. This is

also the ase for the hairpin, with a di�erent degree of suppression.

To see how the magneti �eld alters the urrent amplitude, let us �x the voltage bias, for

example, V = 0:3 eV and V = 0:4 eV for the hairpin on�guration of Fig. 2. Figure 3 (a)

demonstrates how the orresponding urrents osillate with varying �ux. Here we present

three urves for a given voltage, eah one for a di�erent twist angle. The interesting feature

is that for T = 10 (solid lines) the osillation is periodi with period f = 1. On the

other hand, osillations are not omplete even until f = 2 for the ase T = 10:5 (dotted

lines) and T = 11 (dot-dashed lines). One an also notie that for T = 10, the urrent

dips are loated at the multiples of f = 0:5. Taking other twist angles moves the dips.
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This twist-angle dependene an be understood as follows: Consider the area fator Si.

The �ux through a losed path cj in the ladder is given by

P

i2cj
Si � = S(j). For the

hairpin on�guration (N C = 4;N L = 16;T = 10), every path ck has its respetive ounter

path cj in suh a way that pairwise anellation of the �ux ours sine S(k) = � S(j).

Consequently, the �ux through the ladder gives null e�ets. In that ase, in terms of the
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FIG. 2: The transmission vs energy (lower panel) and IV urves (upper panel) for the ladder and

the hairpin (see the shematis in the upper panel). We take 30 base pairs for the ladder, and

N C = 4;N L = 14;N R = 8 for the hairpin, and T = 10. The band parameters used throughout this

paper are tk = 0:2 eV, t? = 0:1 eV,

eU = 0:2 eV . The dotted urves are for f = 0 and the solid

urves for f = 0:5.
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FIG. 3: The urrent vs magneti �ux at a given voltage bias for hairpins in di�erent on�gurations

with N c = 4: (a) N L = 14 and N R = 8; (b) N L = 30 and N R = 14; () N L = 30 and N R = 26with

T = 10 (solid lines), T = 10:5 ( dotted lines), and T = 10:5 (dot-dashed lines).

magneti �ux, the geometry is topologially equivalent to that of a single loop onneted to

the eletron reservoirs (see Ref. [7℄): The transmission of this on�guration has been shown

to osillate with period f = 1. When twisting the struture slightly out of the ommensurate

on�guration (for example, T = 10:5), suh a perfet anellation does not our, leading

to omplex aperiodi osillations (within the �ux interval). One an also expet that adding

more plaquettes must yield similar features. In Fig. 3 (b) and (), doubling the size of the

ladder, we plot the urrents at V = 0:4 eV. Neither of the twist angles leads to periodiity.

Also, the urrent enhanement by �nite �ux 0 < f < 0:5 an be notied. Let us here give

an order of magnitude of the strength of the magneti �eld for the e�ets to be measurable.

For small loops with radius 50 (orresponding approximately to 8 bases), in order to ahieve
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FIG. 4: The persistent urrents vs �ux: The upper panel shows the PC of the hairpins (N C =

4;N L = 14) with di�erent number of bases in the loop, N R = 6 (solid line), N R = 8 (dashed line),

N R = 10 ( dot-dashed line), and N R = 12 (dotted). While the osillation is periodi in f, the

amplitude dereases as the loop size inreases. In the inset, we show that the urves oalese when

using a saling Ipe
0:56N R

. The lower panel displays simple harmoni osillations of PC for N C = 4,

N R = 6 and N L = 14 (solid line), obtained by hanging the ladder size N L = 18;22;26 ( dotted,

dashed, dot-dashed, respetively). The inset shows the �ts aording to Eq. (12) for N L = 2 and

N L = 4.

f = 0:5, one needs �elds in the range of thousands of Tesla. Considering that at present

the maximum �eld strength is about 100 Tesla [13℄, it would be easier to realize a larger

loop. In Fig. 3 (), we take 24 bases in the loop, making the area about ten times bigger

than that in Fig. 3(a). Even if the �eld strength an be in the realizable range, the e�ets

remain still signi�ant and are not washed out by the enlarged loop-size.
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Persistent urrents�Now we evaluate the persistent urrents when the system is isolated.

This allows to assess how muh the magneti �elds alter the energy levels (whereas the

magneti-�ux e�et demonstrated above mixes the in�uene on wavefuntions and on the

energy spetrum). This beomes lear when writing the Green funtion in an expansion of

eigenfuntions:

G(x
0
;x;E )=

X

n

 �
n(x

0) n(x)

E � En � �(E )
; (9)

leading to the transmission oe�ient given in Eq. (7): Here the magneti �ux a�ets not

only the energy spetrum E n but also the wavefuntion  (x). Let us take a simple example

for understanding persistent urrents. Consider a ring of radius R threaded by a �ux �

(in units of the �ux quantum �0). The angular momentum of free eletrons traveling on

the ring is shifted by the magneti �ux as hnjLjni= ~(n + �)with hnjA jni denoting the

expetation value of an operator A in the nth eigenstate. The energy eigenvalues are then

given by En = ~
2(n + �)2=2m R 2

. At zero-temperature, the evaluation of urrents in the

ground state is straightforward

Ip = �
X

n

e

2�R
hnjbvjni= �

e

2�~

X

n

@En

@�
; (10)

where bv is the veloity operator, and the sum is over all the oupied levels, n =

0;� 1;:::;� (Ne=2� 1);� Ne=2 for an even number N e of eletrons and n = 0;� 1;:::;� (Ne�

1)=2 for odd N e . It is lear that the ground state arries urrents so that if dissipation is

absent in the system, the urrents keep �owing, and are thus named persistent urrents.

The urrents osillate with the magneti �ux with a period of � = 1, and their ampli-

tudes derease as 1=R . When band gaps are present in the system (due for example to

Coulomb repulsion or oupling to lattie distorsion), the persistent urrents are suppressed

exponentially with inreasing R [14℄. In this ase, one has

Ip = (� 1)
N eI0e

��R
sin(2�f) (11)

with � = 0 for vanishing gap. Here the sign of the urrent depends on the parity of N e[8, 14℄.

Our system (a loop oupled to a ladder) has a number of losed paths or rings, with

di�erent areas and sizes. There are ontributions of persistent urrents from all the rings,

and therefore, Ip =
P

i
Ii, where Ii denotes the urrent �owing in the i-th ring of size R i,

enlosing the �ux fi. We �rst evaluate the persistent urrents in the hairpin with N c = 4

and N L = 14 where the magneti �uxes through the ladder plaquette e�etively anel one
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another (see the upper panel in Fig. 4). The urrents behave as those of a single loop; note

that the sign of the urrent hanges with the parity of N e (we onsider half-�lled systems).

Furthermore, inreasing the number of bases dereases the urrent amplitude. Following the

�nite size saling in Eq. (11), all the urves are shown to be merged into a single one (see

the inset). Adding more plaquettes auses a deviation from a single-omponent sinusoidal-

urve (see the upper panel in Fig. 4). Sine larger rings die out exponentially , taking paths

enlosing up to two unit-ells, one obtains the approximate form of the urrents as

Ip � Irsin(2�f)+
X

i

Is;isin(2��i)+
X

i

Id;isin(2��i); (12)

where �i is the �ux through the ith plaquette of the ladder, and �i is the sum of two

neighboring �i's. For hairpins with a few plaquette in the ladder, Eq. (12) perfetly �ts the

numerial evaluations (obviously, for a hairpin with a single plaquette, the above expression

is exat).

Summary and Remarks� We have demonstrated how a magneti �ux ould in�uene

the eletroni properties of moleules with a twisted hairpin-like shape. The urrent has

been shown to osillate with �ux hanges. Geometry fators suh as twist angles and the

number of rungs of the ladder play a ruial role in determining osillation patterns. We

point out that there exists geometries where the �ux through the ladder vanishes, so that

the sole ause for the osillation is the �ux through the loop. For that ase, the urrent of

the ladder ressembles that of a ring. Twisting the geometry brings about omplex aperiodi

osillations. These osillations are also re�eted on persistent urrents. The non-vanishing

ontributions of the losed paths embraing the ladder leads to washboard-shaped persistent

urrents.

We should note that the above mentioned results were predited under the assumption

that eletrons preserve their initial phase in their propagation. Therefore, maintaining phase

oherene is ruial in experimental observations of these phenomena. The phase oherene

is strongly a�eted for example by temperature (or generally speaking, oupling to the

environmental degrees of freedom). For DNA moleules for whih ondution properties

are measured at room-temperature, phase oherene an still be traed. However, �nite-

temperature e�ets ause �utuations in the struture. Even if the e�et is small, the

plaquette areas as well as the phases due to the �ux beome randomized. This addresses

the issue of (weak) loalization that will be onsidered in a future work.
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